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2 Chapter 2: Literature Survey 
 

After more than six years since the initial deployment of PWLANs or Wi-Fi HotSpot first 

in the USA and then in Europe, the market for PWLAN services is still developing. The 

fact that the market has taken longer to mature than first envisaged has raised many 

questions as to which business models will be sustainable in the PWLAN market in the 

long term. In spite of this relatively slow initial development, there is a substantial growth 

potential in the public WLAN market. 

 Looking at the Sri Lankan market a limited HotSpots are restricted to few sectors like 

T&T. Out of the existing HotSpot deployment, significant amount of Wi-Fi HotSpots are 

not earning considerable revenue. It is therefore crucial for a range of players to 

understand the different paths and business models which they can explore to take 

advantage of the opportunities the Wi-Fi HotSpot market provides.  

 

2.1 Benefits of Hosting a Wi-Fi HotSpot 

The overall benefit or goal of hosting a Wi-Fi HotSpot at a location is to offer high-

speed wireless Internet access. In addition to that fying the needs of connectivity for 

customers and visitors, organisation and the staff can take advantage of having the 

internet readily available. [1] 

Other benefits of hosting a Wi-Fi HotSpot include the following: 

1) Attract people to your location,  

2) Generate additional revenue and  

3) Create a private network for your own use.  
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2.1.1 Attract People to Your Location 

Hosting a Wi-Fi HotSpot, in any type of business, should attract new people to your 

location and entice them to return and stay longer. For retail stores such as cafés and 

bookstores, this access helps fill empty seats. For businesses such as hotels, having Wi-

Fi internet access available for guests might be essential to prevent losing potential 

customers. 

People find spots in many ways, including the following: 

• Online directories,  

• Software directories,  

• Display signs and  

• Wi-Fi finders.  

The best way to attract users to HotSpots is to display signs advertising that there is a 

HotSpot at a particular location. These signs could simply say "Wi-Fi HotSpot Here" or 

"Wireless Internet Access Available." 

 

2.1.2 Generate Additional Revenue 
 

While HP is providing a convenient service to its customers and visitors by hosting a 

Wi-Fi HotSpot, HP might also generates some additional revenue for its business or 

organization. Following are ways that HP can create some revenue:  

i. Indirect sales of your products or services,  

ii. HotSpot network commissions,  

iii. Fees from an independent fee-based HotSpot and 

iv. Advertising revenue.  
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2.1.2.1 Increased Sales of Products or Services 

As mentioned in many paragraphs earlier, hosting a Wi-Fi HotSpot is likely to attract 

many new visitors to a particular location. Getting more people in a store and enticing 

them to stay longer than usually means provider will sell more of its products or 

services. Thus operator should see increased revenue while hosting a wireless HotSpot. 

Estimating this potential indirect revenue is difficult for any business or organization. To 

start with, the organizations must ask themselves a few questions based on their 

particular situation: 

a. Are their current customers or visitors the type who would sit at their 

location with a laptop and check e-mail or browse the internet? — If the 

answer is yes or even maybe, the HotSpot will likely attract people. If the answer 

is absolutely no, the organization probably should not be taking all this time to 

set up a HotSpot that no one would likely use.  

b. How many people do they think this HotSpot would attract? — They should 

estimate the number of people, per month, that they think would visit their 

location only to use the Wi-Fi HotSpot. They need to start by thinking about how 

many customers or orders currently receive, and then estimate additional 

numbers.  

c. Will HotSpot users buy products and services? — They could rely on most of 

the HotSpot users to purchase products or services. If their HotSpot will be fee-

based, they do not need to worry about this as much, because they will be paid 

through HotSpot usage. When it comes to giving away free access, the 

organizations probably want only paying customers or members of their 

organization to use its own HotSpot. For instance, in businesses such as cafés 

and restaurants, it is usually socially incorrect for non-customers to use their 

restrooms. Therefore, people who use your free Wi-Fi HotSpot will likely 

purchase your products or services.  
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d. How much will their revenue increase by hosting a HotSpot? — By using 

information about their business or organization, estimate how much revenue 

they can gain from having a HotSpot at their location.   

2.1.2.2 Advertising Revenue 
 

The organizations can still make some direct revenue from hosting a free-access 

HotSpot by selling advertising. The advertisements could be placed on the splash screen 

web page, which users would see at least the first time they connect, per session. Selling 

advertising is not recommended for everyone, because it can be time-consuming to make 

deals with local businesses and to set up the advertisements on their HotSpots. 

If the organizations think that they will be accepting advertisements, they need to think 

about pricing and terms for potential advertisers, and then come up with a ballpark 

figure of the potential revenue your business could generate from these advertisements. 

 

2.1.3 Ability to Create a Private Network 
 

After setting up a Wi-Fi HotSpot, the organizations can easily create a private wired or 

wireless network for use by the organization itself and its employees. The private and 

public networks can share the same internet connection. Of course, this will not concern 

an organization if it already has a private network set up at the HotSpot location. In this 

case, the organization can share the existing internet connection between the private and 

public networks. If it is set up correctly, the private and public networks will be 

independent of each other, and its private network will be secured from the public. 

Setting up a private wireless network for a business or organization has the following 

benefits: 

i. Mobility,  

ii. Secure Internet browsing,  
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iii. Shared files and printers and  

iv. Use of wireless devices, such as the following:  

a. Media adapters,  

b. Presentation adapters,  

c. Wi-Fi video cams and 

d. Print servers.  

 

Just like Wi-Fi HotSpots, having a wireless network for an organization enables it to 

have mobility when using laptops and other Wi-Fi devices. It can access the internet and 

print documents from anywhere within its facility. In addition, with Wi-Fi, a person can 

move his desktop personal computer anywhere within the coverage area, without the 

hassle of running ugly telephone or ethernet cabling throughout the office. 

A person could use his own Wi-Fi HotSpot to browse the internet and perform online 

tasks. However, unlike private networks, Wi-Fi HotSpots must be left unencrypted and 

unsecured so that the public can effortlessly connect to the HotSpot. Anyone who has 

the right software and tools can see what you and others are doing on the web. People 

can also see passwords for services like FTP and POP3 e-mail. If sharing services are set 

up on a computer, people might also be able to browse their files and get into their 

computer.[1] 

 

2.2 Identification of CSFs for Wi-Fi Deployment  
 
At large, PWLAN services are typically targeted at corporate travelers accessing 

corporate information and e-mail while traveling. The mobility pattern (nomadic 

behavior) of these user groups is relatively predictable and therefore manageable in 

terms of coverage in so-called “HotSpots”. Such HotSpots are defined as places with an 

expected high density of business people such as hotels and various transportation hubs.   
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However, a high density of traveling business people does not necessarily translate into 

high demand for public wireless internet access. The target market for PWLAN services 

could be described as an unknown sub-set of the business segment in the mobile 

industry. What is unclear is the demand pattern of that sub-set for the service, which 

makes it challenging to estimate the market size in terms of data volume, minute usage 

or other indicators per user and time.  

  

Successful take off for a PWLAN service requires that the target market has an 

underlying desire to expand their geographical working environment. Based on early 

experience from PWLAN operations combined with analysis of basic criteria for 

working environments, it believes that many of the intended “HotSpots” will most likely 

fail. The customer value to have access to internet for an example, from a coffee shop, is 

experienced as low within the target market today.  

 

According to the above discussion it can be identified that the target market and the 

user density of the location are key factors for the success of PWLAN or Wi-Fi 

HotSpots. 

  

2.2.1 CSF for Wi-Fi in Public Libraries 
 

Civic Regeneration and IMA worked with the SLIC to review the use of Wi-Fi in public 

libraries in Scotland. The findings of this study were intended to inform the future 

delivery of Wi-Fi services by identifying best practice in the delivery of Wi-Fi services, 

looking at how Wi-Fi can benefit public library services and finding out how it will be 

taken forward by the sector in the coming years.[2] 

 

The objectives of the review were to: 

• assess the extent to which public libraries in Scotland have introduced wireless 

HotSpots in libraries and / or are actively planning to do so; 

• review the main approaches taken by library services when introducing and 

developing a Wi-Fi service; 
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• discuss the scope and potential of Wi-Fi provision; and  

• Identify key factors in successful implementation in public libraries as well as 

any obstacles encountered. 

 

The following CSFs are identified in the above chapters 

 

• Security  

• Cost 

• Technical Infrastructure 

• Local authority support 

• Promotion/Publicity 

 

2.2.2 CSFs for Wi-Fi Deployment in Airports 
 
“There are other important considerations that a network operator has to weigh when 

deciding on a free versus fee-based Wi-Fi system. The first, of course, being true capital 

and operating costs involved. In large complex venues like airports, the cost to install a 

secure, reliable, enterprise-class Wi-Fi system can range from several hundred thousand 

dollars to well over a million. Most airports moving to a common use infrastructure must 

take into consideration multi-user network service with higher demand for bandwidth, 

service quality and overall management. Annual operating expenses (assuming you even 

have the in-house staff to support it) start in the tens of thousands of dollars. These costs 

have to be recovered in one way or another. Few airports are able to absorb these costs 

without it ultimately impacting their overall operating expenses and/or airline lease 

rates. Other airports overlook the operating cost differential between a minimum public 

amenity build and an enterprise-class network capable of network services with SLA 

requirements for private services (i.e. Gatelink, CUPPS, FIDS, GMS, USVisit). These 

services require a network capable of SLA, intrusion detection and many other 

security requirements.[4] 
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Surveys have shown that the typical business traveler would rather pay (or perhaps have 

their expense account pay) for a secure, reliable broadband Internet connection, rather 

than be frustrated by a network that doesn’t support their requirements for quality and 

security. Regardless of price, if the quality of the Wi-Fi service offered does not 

compare to that experienced in the workplace, at home or in other airports.  

 

For that matter, then instead of being seen as a positive passenger amenity, quite the 

opposite will result. Technical considerations also need to be factored into the decision 

to deploy a free or fee Wi-Fi service since this will impact the end user experience, 

which ultimately reflects on the airport itself. Free services make no attempt to monitor 

their network and perform the steps necessary to ensure high availability and reliability. 

Things such as bandwidth throttling, network load balancing, firewall, mitigation of RF 

interference, intrusion detection and wireless technology upgrades are the standard for 

fee-based services. They typically are not offered on free service networks because there 

is no economic incentive and must remain low cost to be sustainable.”  

 

 

2.3 PWLAN deployment strategies 
 

There are few business strategies that can be adopted by the companies who are 

interested in Wi-Fi HotSpots or PWLAN business. In developing such strategies the 

companies should focus on shaping service offerings around the following: [4] 

 

a. Security assessment, 

b. Network design, 

c. Business justification (ROI), 

d. Wireless feasibility analysis, 

e. RF testing and assessment, 

f. Performance assessment, 

g. Operations support, 

h. Spectrum clearing and resolve interference issues, 
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i. Site identification and survey, 

j. Remote field automation and 

k.  Drive testing. 

 

It’s hard to come up with a solid business case for companies whose prime business is 

deploying Wi-Fi access points in public locations. The model pursued by some carriers 

may be justified to a certain extent, since it will offer a combination of GSM/GPRS wide-

area data access along with Wi-Fi HotSpots. This combination will attract more users to 

the wide-area network and perhaps reduce customer churn. Each HotSpot doesn’t 

necessarily need to be cash positive. However, some of the HotSpot operators are only 

getting one user/HotSpot per day according to some estimates. Clearly, the break-even 

period will be delayed for several years if this continues.[5] 

 

Places that have high strategic importance and where users are more likely to use Wi-Fi 

services. In such high-traffic areas, carriers can take advantage (in the long run) by 

offloading a portion of voice and data traffic to a WLAN network. 

 

The following strategies can be adopted; 

 

2.3.1 Standalone Wi-Fi HotSpot 
 
This means running a PWLAN without connecting to a global Wi-Fi network. In other 

words operating the HotSpot as a private network.The following drawbacks can be 

identified; 

 

i. Non standardized security solutions, 

ii. No Wi-Fi Roaming, 

iii. Unlicensed spectrum usage and 

iv. Power consumption. 
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2.3.2 Investment Through Partnerships 
 
 

A number of carriers have gone ahead and pursued the strategy of building hundreds of 

HotSpots. It is not clear, however, if the effort is worth it. All indications are that so far 

investment and operating costs haven’t yielded the desired results. The strategy of going 

all out on HotSpots across the nation might not be a prudent WLAN strategy. However, 

the carriers need to prevent their customers from jumping ship to some other WLAN 

service and that means offering the same or equivalent services. By having extensive 

roaming partnerships and billing infrastructure with various service providers, carriers 

who haven’t invested heavily in HotSpots will be able to provide the same level of 

service as operators who have pursued the HotSpot installation strategy. In addition, one 

of the major factors driving the growth of this market is the introduction of international 

WLAN roaming. Overwhelmingly, users of public-access WLAN services are 

international business travelers, accustomed to global voice roaming with their GSM 

phones. Offering a similar capability to WLAN users would significantly increase the 

uptake of WLAN services.  

 

Gartner Group identified this issue in 2001, stating: “One of the key missing pieces to 

public WLANs is roaming agreements among all carriers. Roaming arrangements allow 

carriers to reduce the coverage area required by each one, allowing carriers to reach a 

wider customer base in a cost-effective way”. 

 

For the operator, a major benefit of combining GSM and WLAN into a single offering is 

that the existing GSM network elements can be reused. There will probably be a need to 

expand the HLR capacity, but the additional capital expenditure is minimal. The WLAN 

service zone can be linked into the GSM network where the MSC, authentication, HLR, 

and GSM/GPRS billing systems can be used for both services. As all of the roaming SS7 

links are in place, the WLAN user can roam to the same networks as the GSM user 

WLAN services can be seamlessly integrated into the technology portfolios of mobile 

operators, providing a new source of revenue. A critical mass of WLAN service zones 

must be created to achieve this. But once these are in place, international business 
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customers will be demanding access to such services. By actively investing in roaming 

partnerships rather than HotSpot businesses (especially location-specific HotSpots), 

carriers can minimize operational risks. 

 

AT&T Wireless seems to be following a cautious approach of reduced risk. While some 

carriers have invested heavily in Wi-Fi HotSpots, AWS is doing selective HotSpot 

installations at airports and similar locations. They are getting the coverage through their 

partnership with Wayport (GoPort service). 

 

2.3.3 Seleceted Hotspot Installations 
 
 

As discussed under paragraph 2.1.1, a stand-alone WLAN business model doesn’t make 

sense, it is hard to see the profitability for the operator. Even the wholesale model of 

Cometa Networks is facing serious challenges. Having said that, there is still value in 

managing some select HotSpot installations – especially highly visible or active spots 

such as airports, conference venues, and molls. “WLAN service brought to you by NTT 

DoCoMo” certainly has a marketing zing to it. Selected HotSpot installations would keep 

the costs and hence the risks down and allow carriers to extend their market brands. 

Providing them in conference rooms at hotels where the cost of the connection is already 

part of the overall infrastructure is one model that works. Installing them in places where 

there already is a high-speed connection also works. But having to provide both the high-

speed back end and the access point doesn’t appear to be a model for making money. 

According to some estimates, to cover 20 major airports with full coverage at 45 gates 

each, a total investment of $8–15 Million is required. To cover 500 business class hotels 

(a few premier hotel chains) at 10 access points and 50 WLAN-enabled rooms each on 

average, an investment of $20–25 Million is required. Airports clearly offer more value 

as business travelers will typically have more time to kill (most airports lack high-speed, 

dial-up facilities) and are more likely to use the WLAN service as opposed to the hotel-

based consumers, who also might have alternate ways (hotel computer facilities, dial-up, 

cable modem, etc.) to connect to their enterprise data. 
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It should also be noted that WLAN-access service revenues need be split among a broad 

range of market participants. Offering Wi-Fi (managed) services at airports and maybe 

malls is far more attractive than offering it in hotels or location-specific HotSpots like 

Starbucks. Unless the location partner (hotel chain, coffee shop, etc.) is willing to cover 

almost 100% of the infrastructure cost (operations cost will fall on the plate of the service 

provider), there is no real incentive to offer such services. 

 

 

2.3.4 In-Building Offerings 
 

Though investing in HotSpots around the country is not a viable strategy, an enterprise 

offering for in-building WLAN coverage for data is. Carriers should offer integration 

services, hardware, and software to create “HotSpots on the go.” Integrating such 

offerings with corporate WAN offerings makes sense. By providing bundled voice and 

data services to enterprises (along with services such as RF site survey, system 

integration, maintenance and support, etc.), carriers can keep the churn rate down and get 

more up-sell opportunities. Some options to consider are:  

 

i. Enterprise voice solutions, 

ii. Enterprise messaging and data solutions, 

iii. Enterprise access (via BlackBerry, Pocket PC, Palm, etc.), 

iv. In-building enhancement, 

v. LAN integration (enterprise HotSpot), 

vi. Common billing interface and 

vii. Enterprise provisioning solutions. 

 

TNO e-Business from Netherlands presents Generic business model for WLAN HotSpots 

that comprises a role, resource and revenue model of a value network. They distinguish 

the following roles; [2] 

a. Customer,  
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b. HotSpot provider, 

c. HotSpot owner, 

d. Device owner, 

e. Device provider, 

f. Location owner, 

g. Portal  providers (e.g. internet service providers, corporate network providers), 

h. Enabling service providers (e.g. case is hard to make. authentication and  

authorization), 

i. Network management and maintenance providers and 

j. Mobile and data network providers.  

In a HotSpot enterprise such roles perform certain functions in relation to themselves or 

each other: they create internal and external added-value services according to a role 

model. These services make use of physical, ICT and organizational infrastructure that 

consist of tangible assets such as location, access devices, networks and expertise of 

people. In addition, they describe the instantiation of the generic business model into a 

roaming business case between ProRail – NS Dutch Railways, the University of Twente 

and KPN – Mobile. The business case describes seamless network level roaming. The 

bases for the case is formed by an already rolled-out WLAN HotSpot network of 600 

base stations at the campus of the university and a planned roll-out of a WLAN HotSpot 

along a train trajectory nearby the campus.[5] 

 

2.4 A Generic Wi-Fi HotSpot Model  
 

A generic business model for a WLAN HotSpot should be an abstraction of its evolution 

for a reasonably large period of time and geographic area. It should supply the means to 

make well- founded business cases for stakeholders that intend to invest in the roll out of 

applications and services at a WLAN HotSpot. This means that a business model should 

be able to predict short-, mid- and long-term business roles, resources and revenues of 

partners given their goals and strategies within a WLAN HotSpot enterprise. These goals 

and strategies relate to the value propositions among the partners and the organization of 
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their business assets. The latter assets comprise physical, ICT and financial resources, 

and organizational expertise and competences can be raised which business models will 

emerge, i.e. which roles of the partners. [2] 

 

In order to retain a viable generic business model and business case for WLAN HotSpot 

enterprises at a sensible scale TNO e-Business distinguishes between structural, 

contributing and supporting partners in related enterprises. (See Figure 4)  

 

.  

Figure 4 : Position of Partners in an enterprise 

(Source: A Generic Bussiness Model for WLAN HotSpots, 2, 2005) 
 
 
 

Structural partners provide tangible and/or intangible assets to the enterprise around 

which the value propositions, and hence the business model is constructed. Limited or 

no substitution of key assets is possible. Examples of structural partners in the HotSpot 

market are HotSpot owners, HotSpot providers and location owners. 

 

Contributing partners provide goods or services to meet requirements that are specific to 

the enterprise. However, they don’t take direct action in formulating the value 

propositions or the business model. If their contributing assets are substituted, then the 

value propositions and business model still hold and is valid, respectively. Examples of 

contributing partners in the HotSpot market are access point owners, access device 

owners and data network providers.  
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Supporting partners provide generic goods and services to the enterprise, without which 

the enterprise would not be viable. However, these supporting assets could be used in 

connection with a wide variety of value propositions and business models. Thus they can 

be readily be substituted. Examples of supporting partners in the HotSpot market are 

HotSpot managers and security service providers. 

 

 After identifying the position of the partners in a (WLAN) HotSpot enterprise we have 

to make explicit the value propositions made among those partners and which roles they 

play. In addition, we have to describe how their customers perceive their value 

propositions. Furthermore, we have to indicate how each partner might organize its 

assets to realize the value propositions upon acceptance. Which organizational model is 

implemented? Finally, we have to make explicit the implemented product, good or 

service model and the revenue model that are adopted by the partners.  

 

TNO tries to represent a generic business model for WLAN HotSpots graphically in 

terms of UML class diagrams. Such diagrams describe at a certain level of abstraction 

the roles, resources, interactions, products, services, risks, costs, investments, revenue 

streams together with business goals and strategies applied within a WLAN HotSpot 

enterprise. A generic WLAN HotSpot business model in terms of UML can be 

represented graphically as shown in Figure 5. [2] 
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Figure 5: A WLAN HotSpot Business Model.  

(Source: A Generic Bussiness Model for WLAN HotSpots, 2, 2005) 
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2.4.1 Role Model  
 

Studying in more detail the business domain within the WLAN HotSpot business model 

in Figure 5 it retains a WLAN HotSpot role model and distinguishes the following 

structural role model (see Figure 6).  

• A HotSpot owner possesses the network resources, i.e. core assets; 

• A HotSpot provider offers wireless access and owns a customer base as model 

asset;   

• An access point owner owns access point and is part of the business domain of 

the wireless network. In practice coincide;   

• A location owner possesses the physical space or site where the access point is 

located and connected to as by a WLAN HotSpot enterprise partners are: core 

asset;   

• An end user pays for the service or products, that he as an access device user 

makes use of;   

• An access device user actually uses the service or product paid for by an end 

user;   

• The access device provider provides access devices to a customer base;   

• A maintenance engineer repairs and fixes wireless access service failures or 

problems;   

• A HotSpot manager load balances the network in such a way that the network 

can deliver requested services via monitoring and instructing just-in-time the 

maintenance engineer by providing him the proper information enabling him to 

carry out his work; [2] 
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Figure 6: A WLAN HotSpot Role Model. 

(Source: A Generic Bussiness Model for WLAN HotSpots, 2, 2005) 
 

 

Besides these structural WLAN HotSpot roles identified several contributing and 

supporting roles in a WLAN HotSpot enterprise, namely:  

 

• Portal providers, e.g. Internet Service Providers, corporate network providers  

• Enabling service providers, e.g. for authentication and authorization  
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• Mobile, wireless and data network providers for network access and 

connectivity.  

 

Furthermore, it identifies a meta-class of customers, in which customers are either end 

users or meta-class of providers. Providers offer and deliver services to customers, who 

in the end pay for them. But they may also be customers of each other. Furthermore, it is 

observed that the value propositions that are made by a WLAN HotSpot enterprise 

partners are; 

 

a. Broadband wireless access to users of communication networks (Internet, 

VLAN, WAN, etc) 

b. Location and other context information of users to service providers;   

c. Service, location and other context information to customers;   

d. Security and privacy by authentication and authorization of users and encryption 

of data storage and transport;   

e. Provisioning of access to partner wired or wireless access network providers by 

roaming agreements.  

 

Security and privacy are prerequisites for creating trust among partners in WLAN 

HotSpot enterprises. Subscriber’s access rights should be granted by controlling 

authorization, authentication and accounting features across network, service and 

business layers.  

 

In this respect one could identify roles like a storage security manager who guarantees 

data integrity, a communication security manager who guarantees end-to-end 

confidentiality, transaction non-repudiation. In case of a wireless Private Key 

Infrastructure we can distinguish several roles, namely: [12] 

 

A. A root certificate authority,   

B. A certificate authority,  

C. A registration authority.   
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A root certificate authority could be one of the network providers. In order to create 

mutual trust among different network providers there may be present certificate service 

providers that manage certificates, keys and chip cards for those network providers. On 

instigation of a certificate administrator this certification service provider might handle 

requests for certificates; verify identity verification; carry out quality control; publish 

certificates; activate private keys and certificates on cards; repair, revoke and withdraw 

private keys. The certificate authority actually personalizes chip cards, produces 

certificates, produces private keys, and produces authentication and signature keys (see 

Figure 7).  

 

 

Figure 7: Security Service Provider. 

(Source: A Generic Bussiness Model for WLAN HotSpots, 2, 2005) 
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In case of security or privacy infringements there exist a so-called certificate practice 

authority or policy that resolves legal liability, financial accountability, digital right 

usage and intellectual property right issues that might arise among the participants of a 

HotSpot enterprise. Note that certificate holder can identify both the meta-class of 

service users and meta-class of providers for the meta-class of roaming agreements 

across (inter)-network, application and business layers. 

 

2.4.2  Resource Model  
 

Studying the resource domain in Figure 5 in more detail TNO obtain a WLAN HotSpot 

resource model. (See Figure 8)  
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Figure 8: A WLAN HotSpot Resource Model 

(Source: A Generic Bussiness Model for WLAN HotSpots, 2, 2005) 
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Three major assets are in generic WLAN HotSpot resource model:  

 

i. HOTSPOT NETWORK CORE: the HotSpot network core is a class that represents 

the core (physical) resources of the wireless HotSpot network. It contains all 

communication equipment, data communications, access devices and other 

equipment that are necessary to provide wireless network services. For the purpose 

of roaming the network needs communication resources with other type of networks 

as well; these interconnections are part of the class too.   

ii. ACCESS POINT: a single access point that is part of the HotSpot network core 

represents the access point class and enables device users to get access to the 

HotSpot.   

iii. ACCESS DEVICE: the access device class is represented by a single access device, 

which is used to    get access to the (wireless) network.  [11] 

 

The access point and access device are separate classes because they have special 

behaviors and relations. Although access points and access devices form integral parts of 

the network, they have different behaviors and relations with respect to owners and 

locations in other parts of the network. Therefore, they are made modeled in separate 

classes 

 

Of course, at the HotSpot network core level, agreements and contracts have to be 

arranged among various other resources or roles. For example, a maintenance contract 

should be made up between a HotSpot manager and a maintenance engineer. This 

maintenance contract is a class that represents the conditions, the responsibility spread 

among the engineer and the manager and the consequences in case of maintenance 

failures.  

 

 
Amar Shubar and Ulrike Lechner introduced the IDEA framework to guide the design 

and evaluation systems of new business models driven by new and radical technologies 

and applied it to the WLAN technology and business models that it enables. This article 
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focuses on the empiric validation of our hypotheses regarding the public WLAN 

(PWLAN) industry. We develop the hypotheses according to the IDEA framework for 

business model design and evaluation. In the empirical study they analyze business 

models of 118 PWLAN companies and compare them with the business model types, 

which they have identified according to the IDEA framework. The second subject of 

their empirical research is recent alliances and corporations in the PWLAN industry. 

They analyze 78 alliances and co-operations. [7] 

 

 

In the article the following business models were identified.  

 

 

Figure 9: PWLAN bossiness models 

(Source: The Public WLAN Market and Bussiness Models,2004) 
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Figure 10 : Primary and Secondary Business Models By Type of Specialized Players 

 (Source: The Public WLAN Market and Bussiness Models, 2004) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


